Campus Pictures Wanted

Collegiate Digest is looking for pictures of college interest. Here's an opportunity for you to get recognition for your school and yourself. Collegiate Digest will pay $3.00 for each picture published. Send one copy of the Collegiate Digest, 18 Journalism Bldg., University of Minnesota, Minneapolis 14, Minnesota. Be sure to include complete information and identification of the picture. It will be returned unless accompanied by postage.

Veterans from Chicago colleges gathered outside Mundelein College during the Institute for Study of the United Nations charter. Cards are from Mundelein. Men from Loyola.

A WICKED SKID — A TANGLED WHEEL — AND 3 CARS JAM UP ON THE TURN IN FRONT OF THE COLLEGIATE DIGEST. AT 10:15 PM, HE CAN'T TURN OUT TO CLEAR THEM!

LEAVING THE FIELD WITH ONLY 2 LAPS TO GO, JOSE CHITWOOD NO.6 TRIES TO LAP 3 CARS...

IF JOSE TAKES THOSE THREE, HE'LL HAVE LAPPED THE WHOLE FIELD!

STAND ON IT! JOSE!

ONE MORE TRACK!

THOSE THREES ARE RIDING AWAY, CLOSER FOR COMFORT. WATCH IT THERE.

OH!

RACING SLAMS FOR ACCELERATE

CAMEL IS MY CIGARETTE. THEY SUIT MY TASTE AND MY THROAT TO A T

Joie Chitwood

CAMEL

AND HE'S STILL RIGHT SIDE UP / WHAT A DRIVERS!

HE SWERRED AROUND 'EM /

TOUR "T-ZONE" WILL TELL YOU....T FOR TASTE....T FOR THREAT....THAT'S YOUR GROWING GROUND FOR ANY CIGARETTE. LIKE IF CAMELS DON'T CALL YOUR "T-ZONE" IT'S A "T-."

SWEET AND YOU DON'T KNOW HOW GOOD THIS CAMEL TASTES

BETTER TRY A CAMEL MIGHT ME TO A T

CHECK CAMELS BUT ME TO A T

BE SURE TO INCLUDE COMPLETE INFORMATION AND IDENTIFICATION OF THE PICTURE. IT WILL BE RETURNED UNLESS ACCOMPANIED BY POSTAGE.